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Abstract
Modelling soils by two-parameter foundation model, this paper calculates the
distributions of displacements of circular footing plates on soils and reactions of soils under
Abstract
arbitrary loads using semi-analytical finite
element method. And it improves V.Z. Vlazov's
solution in the case of axisymmetry. The results agree well in comparison with those by
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three. In
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general, a numerical
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terbation
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Final velocities of flying plate obtained agree very well with numerical results by computers. Thus
important to people. In the analysis and design of raft and flat raft foundations, the bending
an analytic formula with two parameters of high explosive (i.e. detonation velocity and polytropic
properties of finite plates on soil medium are rather interesting. In the simplest case, soil medium is
index) for estimation of the velocity of flying plate is established.
assumed as Winkle model161, and then, circular plates on soil medium under axisymmetrical loads
are considered. This was done by several persons in the 1950's. But such a model of soil medium is
1. Introduction
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elastic half space theory. Using the two-parameters model posed by P.L.Pasternak (1954)t~01 to
governing the flow field of detonation products behind the flyor (Fig. I):
model soil medium, this paper calculates the circular footing plates on soils under arbitrary loads by
semi-analytical FIE M. In the case of circular plate on two-parameters soil models under
--ff
=o,(1966)t61, and gel:the solutions of circular
axisymmetrical loads, this paper improves
Vlazov's
ap +u_~_xp
+ results
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plates under arbitrary axisymmetricalauloads.au
The solutions
agree well in comparison with those by
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=0,
semi-analytical F E M.

(i.0

II.

F u n d a m e n t a l . E q u a t i o n s . aa--T
naSd B o ua ns d=o,
a r y Conditions
The two-pararrieters soil modelpposed
=p(p,by
s),P.L.Pasternak could be expressed as follows,

q ( x ,specific
v ) = k w (entropy
x , y ) - -and
G ~ vparticle
~ w ( x ,~I)
(2.1)
where p, p, S, u are pressure, density,
velocity of detonation products
respectively,
R of reflectedand
shock
of detonation
wave D as
boundary
w h e r e w ( x , y with
) a n d qthe
( x , trajectory
y ) a r e displacement
pressure
at the surface
of asoil,
k, Gpand
arethetwo
trajectory
F
of
flyor
as
another
boundary.
Both
are
unknown;
the
position
of
R
and
the
state
para9parameters indicating features of soils, and they can be expl'essed as follows,
meters on it are governed by the flow field I of central rarefaction wave behind the detonation wave
D and by initial stage of motion of flyor also; the815
position of F and the state parameters of products
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k=I:

Eo

9

wherc E 0 = ( l - Eo
-v,)

'

I-dh(z)-I ~.
L--27-

] az,

1In

E~

o (z+,,o)

[h(z)]2dz

(2.2)

v0= ( l -vo
- v , ) ' E , and vo are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio,

respcctively: H. depth of soil; h(-) describes the change ofw(x,y,z)alongthe depth direction z, i.e.
:.",':.Y.z).=w(x.y)h (z). Generally, h (z) could be assumed as'linear or exponential change, i.e.
h(z)=(1--r]);

or

sh[],(H--z)/R~
sh[yIt/R]

h(z)=

(2.3)

where rT=z/H . and 1' , R, constants. It may be said that constant k is a dimension o f
dcfbrmation of soil medium under pressure, and Gp is a dimension of transmission ofaction to near
elements, called ratio of transmission of load.
In the axisymmetrical case, the governing equation of circular plate on two-parameters soil
medium is available as follows,
Abstract

Dv4w(r)
-- GFV~w(r)
+ kw(r)
p ( r ) under explosive attack( 2has
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analysis
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shock
case of general loads, the various strain energies
are available
by using
coordinate,
behavior of the reflection shock in the explosive products, and applying the small parameter pura) strain energy in two-parameters soil medium,
terbation method, an analytic, first-order approximate solution is obtained for the problem of flying
r z - R, with polytropic indices other than but nearly equal to three.
plate driven by various high 1explosives
Final velocities of flying plate obtained agree very well with numerical results by computers. Thus
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O ) ] ' Introduction
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or'
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+--~2
0~w(r'O)
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6}
=
) _ (shock
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OrO0 of- rdiamonds,
~
0and
0 / explosive welding and
materials under intense impulsiveO0loading,
cladding of metals. The method of estimation of flyor velocity and the way of raising it are questions
c) work
done by loads,
of common
interest.
Under the assumptions of one-dimensional plane detonation and rigid flying plate, the normal
V= I:" J;;
q(r ,O)vo(r
,O)rdOdr
~ the
I:'P,w,rdO
approach of solving the problem
of motion
of flyor
is to +
solve
following system of equations
governing the flow field of detonation products behind the flyor (Fig. I):

-- ~ I2"Mr,(ws)S,rdO
--ff
ap +u_~_xp+

au

(2.7)
=o,

On the circular plates on twoparameters
m e d i u m the boundary conditions could be
au
au soil
y1
=0,
divided into several cases as follows,
(i.0
i) clamped at the edges of plate,aS
as

a--T
=o,
dw
ol.=0,
p =p(p,
s),

,2.8,

at density,
the edgesspecific
of plate
whereii)
p, simply
p, S, u supported
are pressure,
entropy and particle velocity of detonation products
respectively, with the trajectory R of reflected shock of detonation wave D as a boundary and the
(w],-O,
_ ~ +unknown;
v
dwthe] position of R and the state paratrajectory F of flyor as another boundary.
Both[ are
7 --d~J a ----"Mo
(a.O)
meters on it are governed by the flow field I of central rarefaction wave behind the detonation wave
D and by initial stage of motion of flyor also; the position of F and the state parameters of products
where M0 is the moment density a t the simply supported edge, and it is zero when there is no
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moment.
iii) In the case of the plate placed on soil medium freely and no constraints at its edges, we
assume the displacement in plate as tot, the displacement in soil medium out of the plate area aswp,
and.R, the radius of plate at the boundary, then we have,

wt(R)
= w r v(R)dw,-1
F d.~_~t_,
L dr =

,jr]

[- d w F ]

}

(e.x0)

*r---7~r J, =~'*

where M 0 and TOare the moment and shear density at the free boundary, respectively.
III.

Solution of F E M

Because the structure is axisymmetricalAbstract
and loads are not, it is reasonable that semi-analytical
finite element method is adopted. At first, we develop loads as Fourier series,
The one-dimensional problem of the motion of a rigid flying plate under explosive attack has
o~
an analytic solution only when the polytropic
index of detonation products equals to three. In
q(r,
8)
=
~
nO
general, a numerical analysis is required. In thisq.(r)eos
paper, however,
by utilizing the "weak" shock
I1"0
behavior of the reflection shock in the explosive products, and applying the small parameter purterbation method, an analytic, first-order approximate solution is obtained for the problem of flying
plate driven by various high explosives
with polytropic
indices other than but nearly equal to three.
p(r,O)-p.(r)cosnO
(3.1)
Final velocities of flying plate obtained agree nvery
well with numerical results by computers. Thus
~O
an analytic formula with two parameters of high explosive (i.e. detonation velocity and polytropic
index) for estimation of the velocity of flying plate is established.
M(r,O) = ~ M . ( r ) cos nO
It=0

1. Introduction
and in the same way, displacement and forces in plate can also be developed into Fourier series.
Explosive driven flying-plate technique ffmds its important use in the study of behavior of
materials under intense impulsive
loading,
shock synthesis
of diamonds,
and explosive welding and
w(r.O)=
~2w.(r)eosnO,
Q,(r.O)
= ~2 Qp.(,')cos,~O
cladding of metals. The method of estimation of flyor velocity and the way of raising it are questions
of common interest.
(3.2)
oo
Under the assumptions of one-dimensional
plane detonation and o origid flying plate, the normal
= ~
Mr. of
(r) flyor
cosnO,
= ~
Me.(r)eosnO
approach of solving the M,(r,O)
problem of
motion
is Me(r,O)
to solve the
following
system of equations
Im=O
t~mO
governing the flow field of detonation products behind the flyor (Fig. I):
The total potential energy of the system could be obtained from (1) as follows,

--ff
ap +u_~_xp+
au

au

y1

....
FaZw(r, O)(.~_ aw(r,O)
-z~,-v~[
or =aS
a- s Or

l O=w(r,O)

=o,

au

=0,

+rl.i. aZw(rrO)
O0=

a--T
=o,
1
Oto(r,O)
z
p =p(p, s),

(i.0

'

+ I f I""
ip

where p, p, S, u are pressure, density, specific entropy and particle velocity of detonation products
respectively, with the trajectory R of reflected shock of detonation wave D as a boundary and the
trajectory F of flyor as another boundary. Both are unknown; the position of R and the state parameters on it are governed by the flow field I of central rarefaction wave behind the detonation (wave
3.3)
D and by initial stage of motion of flyor also; the position of F and the state parameters of products
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As displacement and forces are all developed into Fourier series in 0 -direction, we need only divide'
the circular plate into seve}al concentric circular elements. Under the loads of each circumferential
wave, the displacement in element is assumed as cubic polynomial in the radial direction, i.e.,

w (r, O) = (ao + a,r + azrz + a3r8) cos nO=w (r) cosn0

(3.4)

so that the continuity of displacement toand angle deflection .~ between elements is guaranteed.
Let
(3.5)

{d}={w, ,99, ,toz,99~}2"

where ( to,, ~o, ) and ( wz,q92 ) are the displacement and angle deflection of internal and external
nodal lines of elements, and then,

2r,
Abstract
1 rz r]

q01 =

0

1

3r|

{a.}
31

(3.6)

w..
r~
a~
cp2 of the motion
0
1 of 2rz
a s under explosive attack has
The one-dimensional problem
a rigid3r]
flying plate

anwhere
analytic
solution
only
when and
the external
polytropic
index
of detonation
products
equalscould
to three.
In
r, and
r 2 are the
internal
radius
of elements,
the above
equation
be simply
general,
a
numerical
analysis
is
required.
In
this
paper,
however,
by
utilizing
the
"weak"
shock
written as
behavior of the reflection shock in the explosive products, and applying the small parameter purterbation method, an analytic, first-order approximate
solution is obtained for the problem of flying
{d}=[DA]{a}
(3.7)
plate driven by various high explosives with polytropic indices other than but nearly equal to three.
so, to(r) can be expressed as follows,
Final velocities of flying plate obtained agree very well with numerical results by computers. Thus
an analytic formula with
ofahigh
(i.e.Ddetonation
to(r)two
= { parameters
1 ,r ,r z ,ra}{
}={ explosive
1 ,r ,r ~,rS}[
A ] - ' { d } =velocity
{ N } { d and
} polytropic
(3.8)
index) for estimation of the velocity of flying plate is established.
Substituting the above equation into total potentail energy, equation (3.3), we obtain,
N s

1
1.fri+zIntroduction

U= ~|

~

j - I ~0

--~{d}~[D]{d}rdrdO

rj

Explosive driven flying-plate technique ffmds its important use in the study of behavior of
materials under intense impulsive loading, shock synthesis of diamonds, and explosive welding and
cladding of metals. The method of--estimation
of flyor
and the way of raising it are questions
P
{ d Pvelocity
' [ N ]~eos=nOq(r)rdrdO
.;.-.J
a'- t
rj
of common interest.
Under the assumptions of one-dimensional plane detonation and rigid flying plate, the normal
approach of solving the problem of motion of flyor is to solve the following system of equations
+ ~ fi'{d}T[N]TeosZnOP~(r,)r,d~
governing the flow field of detonation products behind the flyor (Fig. I):

_

[z.
--ff
ap +u_~_xp+
JO

au

au

{

au

1

y

=o,

=0,

Integrating the above equation over every element, then we have,

aS

(3.9)

as

U=""=2-~{d}T[k]{d}-{d}~{P}
a--T
=o,

(i.0
(3.10)

With the static equilibrium condition
p =p(p, ~
s),U . . . =0, we get,
(3.11)
where p, p, S, u are pressure, density, specific [k]{d}={p}
entropy and particle velocity of detonation products
respectively,
with
the
trajectory
R
of
reflected
shock
of
detonation
wave
D
as
a
boundary
and
the
where [k] is the stiffness matrix of element;{P},.load vector of element.
trajectory F of flyor as another boundary. Both are unknown; the position of R and the state paralocal coordinates
elements
and total
coordinates
are agreeable,
the stiffness
metersBecause
on it arethe
governed
by the flowoffield
I of central
rarefaction
wave behind
the detonation
wave
D and by initial stage of motion of flyor also; the position of F and the state parameters of products
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matrixes of elements can be straightly assembled into-total stiffness matrixes without coordinate
transformation.
IV.

Axisymmetrieal Analytical Solution

In (II), the governing equation of circular plate on two-parameters soil medium has been
presented,

Dv+w(r) --G~v~w(r) + kw(r) = p ( r )

(2.4)'

Introducing the dimensionless variables 6=r/Lo~ L o = ~ D / ~ , we get,

V[Vlw--2r~V~w+w=pL'o/D

(4.1)

where r~o=G~L2o/2D
The s01utio ,[51
, of equation (4.1) can be divided into three parts,
Abstract
w----w~-kwz q-w~

(4.2)

whereThe
w~one-dimensional
is a special solution
of equation
(4.1), determined
by the plate
form under
of loads.
And w~
and wz
problem
of the motion
of a rigid flying
explosive
attack
hasare
general
solutions
the corresponding
homogeneous
of equation
an
analytic
solutionof only
when the polytropic
index ofequation
detonation
products (4.1),
equals to three. In
general, a numerical analysis is required. In this paper, however, by utilizing the "weak" shock
(6) explosive
= B, Jo ( rproducts,
- ~ ) + BzHit,
(~/-~-~)
behavior of the reflection shock inw,the
and applying
the~.small parameter purw~(~) =approximate
B fl o( ~"-a'~)
+ B 4H~o
z) ( , v / - ~for
) J the problem of flying
(4.3)
terbation method, an analytic, first-order
solution
is obtained
plate driven by various high explosives with polytropic indices other than but nearly equal to three.
where J 0 ( ~ - f f ~ ) and J'0(~-a'~) are the first kind of Bessel functions of order zero with
Final velocities of flying plate obtained agree very well with numerical results by computers. Thus
; H~0~)(~fa~)
and H(0Z)(~-'a~)
are the
first and
kindpolytropic
and second
anvariables
analytic ~/"a'~
formula and
with ~/~'~
two parameters
of high explosive
(i.e. detonation
velocity
kind of
functions
of orderofzero
(the
third
kind of Bessel function), and,
index)
forHankle
estimation
of the velocity
flying
plate
is established.
a=--r~+i,,/~;
a=--r~--i~/1--(r~) z
(4.4)
j-0(~"~),

d-0(~-~'~) ' Hr

1.

Introduction
a n d Hc0~.~(~/-~'~) are the complex functions,

but' Explosive
w should driven
be realflying-plate
function, so
we express
theitsresult
of w.as
technique
ffmds
important
usefollows,
in the study of behavior of
materials under intense impulsive
loading,
shock
synthesis
of
diamonds,
and
and5)
w=C~Uo(~)+ c=vo(~) + c~.fo(~) + c,,qo(~) + w
, explosive welding(4.
cladding of metals. The method of estimation of flyor velocity and the way of raising it are questions
where,
of
common interest.
Under the assumptions of one-dimensional plane detonation and rigid flying plate, the normal
u+(6) the
= Red'0
( ~ / a ~of) motion
= (2"0d'S-~)
' T ~ ) )the
/ 2 following system of equations
approach of solving
problem
of flyor+ isJ0to( dsolve
v0(~)
= Iof
m ldetonation
o ( d - 5 ~ ) products
= (J0 ~/-h~) - the
J o ,flyor
(~-j~
) ) / 2I):
i
governing the flow
field
behind
(Fig.
(4.6)
fo(~) =ReliC0') ( j - f f ~ ) = (Hi'~ ( d ~ )
+HiZ)(~/~))/2
g0 (~) = ImHr

( ~ ' - ~--ff
) = ( F I I ' ) ( M ' ~ )=o,
--HiZ)(~/-a~))/2i
ap +u_~_xp+ au

the internal forces can be deduced from
au theauabove
1 equations as follows,

y

=0,

dw --LS--[c
1 Ft,~v, (~).+ c~Oz(~)+ c~O~(~)+c,O, (~) -dT-=
aS
as
a--T
=o,

dW,dJ-1
~

(i.0
(4.7)

M , = L - ~D.{ct[Mt(~)-- ( 1 - v ) M , ( ~ ) ] +cz[Mz(~)
p =p(p, s),
-- (1--v)M= ($) ] 4- qs[Ma(~) -- ( l - v ) M a(~) ]

d .]w,}

where p, p, S, u are pressure, density, specific entropy and particle velocity of detonation products
+c.[M.(,)-(l-v)/~,(,)]-[V~
l-v
respectively, with the trajectory R of reflected shock of detonation wavedE
D as a boundary and (4.8)
the
trajectory F of flyor as another boundary. Both are unknown; the position of R and the state paraMe=L-~D{cl[vMt(~)
+ (1-v)M~(~)
J +cz[vMz(~)
meters on it are
governed by the flow field
I of central rarefaction
wave behind the detonation wave
D and by initial stage of motion of flyor also; the position of F and the state parameters of products
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+ (!--v) h-~.($) ] + cdvMa($) + ( 1 - v) ]~ra(~) ]

(4.9)

~-w,}

+c,[,,M,(~) + (1-v)]~,(,)]--[vV}+~--~

O,= - L - ]D[ ctQI(~) +czQz(~) +c,Qz($) + c,Q,($) + dv}w,/d$ ]
Q~=kw+G,(M~+ Mo) /[ D(! +v) ]

(4.!0)
(4.H)

the following symbols are introduced in the above equations,

Ol($~)=ul(~)c~

~ Oz(~)=u~(~)sincpWvl(~)c~
~
0~(~) =-f~($)eos~0--g, ($)sin.co, 0,(~) =/t(se)sinq~+ g, (~)coscp ~
M :( ~ ) ---uo(~)cos2q)-- vo( ~ ) sin2q) , Mz ( ~ ) =u,( ~ )sin2 .m+ vo( ~ )cos2qo
M~(~)= f o(~)cos2cp--go(~)sin2qp.M.(~)= f o(~)sin2q)+ go(~)cos2q) J
~ : ( ~ ) = ~ - ' [ ~ : ( ~ ) Abstract
cos,p--v,(~)sin~p]

(4 12)
(4 13)

}

/~z(~) =~-~[ut($) sinqo+v~(~)cosqo]

(4.14)

The one-dimensional problem
the motion
of a rigid flying plate under explosive attack has
_ - 1 of[fl(~
) cosq)--gl(~)sinq
~(~e)_~
)]
an analytic solution only when the polytropic index of detonation products equals to three. In
j~r (~)is=required.
~-~ [fl (~)Insintp
gl (~) cos~p
] by utilizing the "weak" shock
general, a numerical analysis
this +paper,
however,
behavior of the
reflection
shock
in
the
explosive
products,
and
applying the small parameter
Q:(_~)=u~(~)eosS~-vl(~) sin3~i Q~(~)=u.(~)sin3q~+vt(~)cosScp
-~ pur(4.15)
terbation method, an analytic, first-order approximate solution is obtained for the problemJof flying
Qa(~)= f ~(~)cosSfo_g~(~)sin3qo , Q~(~)= f ~(~)sln3,p+ g~(~)cos3~
plate driven by various high explosives with polytropic indices other than but nearly equal to three.
Final velocities of flying plate obtained agree very well with numerical results by computers. Thus
and
an analytic formula with two parameters of high explosive (i.e. detonation velocity and polytropic
r
= - - r ~ of
q-i,/1--(r$)
(4.16)
index) for estimation
of the ovelocity
flying plate isz established.

u~(~)=ReJ:(~/'-d-~)=(Jl(^/-ff-~)+J~(d-~))/2

]

v~( ~ ) = ! m / : ( d " d ' ~ ) = (Yi
-- / 1(d-d'~) )/2i
1. (d-ff'~)
Introduction

~

(4+).7)

Explosive driven flying-plate technique ffmds its important use in the study of behavior of
materials under intense impulsive loading, shock synthesis of diamonds, and explosive welding and
cladding
of metals.
The methodweofofestimation
of flyor
and the
waythe
of governing
raising it areequation
questionsis,
With
the displacement
so,.'I medium
out velocity
of circular
plate,
of common interest.
G,V,~.wv-hw~= 0 plane
(O<r<R:.,
(4.18)
Under the assumptions
of one-dimensional
detonation Ro~<r<oo)
and rigid flying plate, the normal
approach
solving can
the be
problem
of motion
of flyor is to solve the following system of equations
Theofsolution
expressed
as follows.
governing the flow field of detonation products behind the flyor (Fig. I):

wj,(r) =c,I~(tzr) +c.~KQ(ar)

(4.19)

where cs and c6 are undetermined --ff
constants; a Z - - - k=o,
/ G r ; I o and K0 are the first and second
ap +u_~_xp+ au
modified Bessel function of order zero.
au
au
y1
=0,
Because soil medium is an unloaded aera, certain
conditions
must be satisfied by wp.
i) in the area out of circular plate(Ro,t~--<r~oo), we have,
aS
as
a--T
w=o,
~(oa)=0

so it comes that c5= 0, Le.,

p

(i.0

(4.20)

=p(p, s),

where p, p, S, u are pressure, density, specificw rentropy
velocity of detonation products
( r ) - : c ~and
K o (particle
ar)
(4.21)
respectively, with the trajectory R of reflected shock of detonation wave D as a boundary and the
ii) inFthe
circular
plate O~r~R.~,
,w~0) should
be a finite
so state
we get
c6= 0
trajectory
of area
flyorwithin
as another
boundary.
Both are unknown;
the position
of Rvalue,
and the
para(because
is singular
point
i.e.,central rarefaction wave behind the detonation wave
meters
on itK0(ar)
are governed
by the atflow
field0),I of
D and by initial stage of motion of flyor also; the position of F and the state parameters of products
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if there are hne loads acting in circular plate, we can divide the circular plate into several ones at
the line where loads act to be calculated respectively, and then, the undetermined coefficients can be
determined by boundary conditions and continuous conditions between circular plates.

V.

Examples and Conclusions

We consider the calculation of circular tboting plate of hyperbolic cooling tower of 3500
M: (Fig. 1). The soii foundation is a natural one with the parameters: elastic modulus E, = 6 kg/mm a,
Poisson's ratio va-~0.25 , depth H = 3 m . The internal radius of circular footing plate
r=34273mm, external radius R=39273mm; with the uniform thickness, h= 1700mm; with the
variable thickness, h......= 1000ram, hmi =460mm; elastic modulus E=2700 Kg/mm-', Poisson's
ratio v-~-0.3 9The loads are the discrete point loads transmitted, from V-type columns of cooling
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where p, p, S, u are pressure, density, specific entropy and particle velocity of detonation products
respectively, with the trajectory R of reflected shock of detonation wave D as a boundary and the
trajectory F of flyor as another boundary. Both are unknown; the position of R and the state parameters on it are governed by the flow field I of central rarefaction wave behind the detonation wave
D and by initial stage of motion of flyor also; the position of F and the state parameters of products
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The one-dimensional problem of the motion of a rigid flying plate under explosive attack has
an analytic solution only when the polytropic index of detonation products equals to three. In
general, a numerical analysis is required. In this paper, however, by utilizing the "weak" shock
behavior of the reflection shock in the explosive products, and applying the small parameter purterbation method, an analytic, first-order approximate solution is obtained for the problem of flying
plate driven by various high explosives with polytropic indices other than but nearly equal to three.
Final velocities of flying plate obtained agree very well with numerical results by computers. Thus
an analytic formula with two parameters of high explosive (i.e. detonation velocity and polytropic
index) for estimation of the velocity of flying plate is established.
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Explosive driven flying-plate technique ffmds its important use in the study of behavior of
materials under intense impulsive loading, shock synthesis of diamonds, and explosive welding and
cladding of metals. The method of estimation of flyor velocity and the way of raising it are questions
of common interest.
Under the assumptions of one-dimensional plane detonation and rigid flying plate, the normal
approach of solving the problem of motion of flyor is to solve the following system of equations
governing the flow field of detonation products behind the flyor (Fig. I):
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where p, p, S, u are pressure, density, specific entropy and particle velocity of detonation products
respectively, with the trajectory R of reflected shock of detonation wave D as a boundary and the
trajectory F of flyor as another boundary. Both are unknown; the position of R and the state parameters on it are governed by the flow field I of central rarefaction wave behind the detonation wave
D and by initial stage of motion of flyor also; the position of F and the state parameters of products
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